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Electron momentum distribution in underdoped cuprates
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We investigate the electron momentum distribution function~EMD! in a weakly doped two-dimensional
quantum antiferromagnet~AFM! as described by thet-J model. Our analytical results for a single hole in an
AFM based on the self-consistent Born approximation~SCBA! indicate an anomalous momentum dependence
of EMD showing ‘‘hole pockets’’ coexisting with a signature of an emerging large Fermi surface. The position
of the incipient Fermi surface and the structure of the EMD is determined by the momentum of the ground
state. Our analysis shows that this result remains robust in the presence of next-nearest neighbor hopping terms
in the model. Exact diagonalization results for small clusters are with the SCBA reproduced quantitatively.
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One of the most intriguing questions concerning the
perconducting cuprates is the existence and the charact
the Fermi surface~FS!, in particular in their underdoped re
gime. This problem has been intensively studied experim
tally with the angle-resolved photoemission spectrosc
~ARPES!.1–4 There have been also several theoretical inv
tigations of this problem, using the exact diagonalizat
~ED! of small clusters,5–7 string calculations,8 slave-boson
theory,9 and the high-temperature expansion.10 While a con-
sensus has been reached about the existence of a large
surface in the optimum-doped and overdoped materials
the interpretation of ARPES experiments for theunderdoped
cuprates3 the issue of the debate is~i! why are experiments
more consistent with the existence of parts of large FS,
rather Fermi arcs or Fermi patches4,11 than with a ‘‘hole
pocket’’ type small FS, predicted by several theoreti
methods based on the existence of antiferomagnetic~AFM!
long-range order in cuprates,~ii ! how does a partial FS even
tually evolve with doping into a large closed one.

The electron momentum distribution functionnk
5^Ck0

u(sck,s
† ck,suCk0

& is the key quantity for resolving the
problem of the Fermi surface. In this paper, we study
electronic momentum distribution~EMD! for uCk0

&, which
represents a weakly doped AFM, i.e., it is the ground s
~GS! wave function of a planar AFM with one hole and th
GS wave vectork0. In the present paper, we investigate t
low-energy physics of the CuO2 planes in cuprates within th
framework of the standardt-J model with nearest-neighbo
hoppingt i i 8[t and the AFM exchangeJ. In order to come
closer to the realistic situation in cuprates the model is
tended with the next-nearest-neighbor hoppingt i i 8[t8 and
the third-neighbor hopping termst i i 8[t9, for i i 8
representing next-nearest-neighbors and third-neighb
respectively,12
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t i i 8~ c̃i ,s
† c̃i 8,s1H.c.!

1J(̂
i j &

FSi
zSj

z1
g

2
~Si

1Sj
21Si

2Sj
1!G . ~1!

c̃i ,s
† ( c̃i ,s) are electron creation~annihilation! operators act-

ing in a space forbidding double occupancy on the same
The effect of double occupancy13 on nk is not studied in the
present framework of thet-J model.Si

a are spin operators
For convenience we treat the anisotropyg as a free param-
eter, withg50 in the Ising limit, andg→1 in the Heisen-
berg model. Recent studies of thet-J model witht8,t9 terms
included have shown a very good agreement of the ca
lated quasiparticle~QP! dispersion with experimental result
of ARPES ~Ref. 12! whereby quantitative differences be
tween different Cu compounds have been attributed to
ferent values oft8 and t9.14

Our analytical approach is based on a spinless fermio
Schwinger boson representation of thet-J Hamiltonian15 and
on the self-consistent Born approximation~SCBA! for calcu-
lating both the Green’s function15–17 and the corresponding
wave function.18,19 The method is known to be successful
determining spectral and other properties of the QP. In c
trast to other methods the SCBA is expected to desc
correctly thelong-wavelengthphysics since it is determine
by the linear dispersion of spin waves. Theshort-wavelength
properties can be studied with various methods, here
compare the SCBA results with the corresponding ED,
shown further-on.

In the SCBA fermion operators are decoupled into h
and pseudospin-local boson operators:c̃i ,↑5hi

† , c̃i ,↓5hi
†Si

1

;hi
†ai andc̃i ,↓5hi

† , c̃i ,↑5hi
†Si

2;hi
†ai for i belonging toA-

and B-sublattice, respectively. The effective Hamiltonia
emerges15–17,20
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H̃5(
k

ek
0hk

†hk1(
q

vqaq
†aq

1N21/2(
kq

~M kqhk2q
† hkaq

†1H.c.!, ~2!

wherehk
† is the creation operator for a~spinless! hole in a

Bloch state with a dispersion ek
054t8 coskx cosky

12t9(cos 2kx2cos 2ky). The AFM boson operatoraq
† creates

an AFM magnon with the energyvq , M kq is the fermion-
magnon coupling andN is the number of lattice sites.

We calculate the Green’s function for a holeGk(v)
within the SCBA.15–17 This approximation amounts to th
summation of non-crossing diagrams to all orders and
corresponding ground state wave function with moment
k0 and energyek0

~Refs. 18 and 19! is represented as

uCk0
&5Zk0

1/2Fhk
†1N21/2(

q1

M k0q1
Gk̄1

~v̄1!hk̄1

†
aq1

† 1•••

1N2n/2 (
q1 , . . . ,qn

M kq1
Gk̄1

~v̄1! . . . M k̄n21qn

3Gk̄n
~v̄n!hk̄n

†
aq1

† . . . aqn

† 1•••G u0&. ~3!

Here, k̄m5k02q12•••2qm , v̄m5ek0
2vq1

2•••2vqm

and Zk0
is the QP spectral weight. The wave function

properly normalized̂ Ck0
uCk0

&51 provided the number o

magnon termsn→`.19

The wave function Eq.~3! corresponds to the projecte
space of the model Eq.~1! and therefore the EMD isnk

5^Ck0
unkuCk0

&5^Ck0
uñkuCk0

& with the projectedelectron

number operatorñk5(sc̃k,s
† c̃k,s . Consistent with the SCBA

approach, we decouple the latter into hole and magnon
erators,

ñk5
1

N (
i j

e2k•(Ri2Rj )hihj
†$h i j

1@11ai
†aj~12d i j !#

1h i j
2~ai

†1aj !%, ~4!

where h i j
65(16e2Q•(Ri2Rj ))/2 with Q5(p,p). Local ai

†

are further expressed with proper magnon operatorsaq
† . It

should be noted thatnk should obey the sum rulen̄
51/N(knk512ch and the constraintnk<11ch , wherech
is the concentration of holes.5,21

In general the expectation valuenk for a single hole has to
be calculated numerically and has the following structure

nk512
1

2
Zk0

~dkk0
1dkk01Q!1

1

N
dnk . ~5!

Here, the second term proportional tod-functions corre-
sponds to ‘‘hole pockets.’’ Note thatdnk , for the case of a
single hole fulfills the sum rule 1/N(kdnk5Zk0

21 and

dnk<1. The introduction ofdnk is convenient as it allows
the comparison of results obtained with different metho
and on clusters of different sizeN.
e

p-

s

For the case of Ising limit,g50, the Green’s function in
the SCBA is independent ofk, Gk(v)5G0(v). Therefore it
is possible to express all required matrix elements ofnk ana-
lytically and to perform a summation of corresponding no
crossing contributions to any ordern, similar to Ref. 19. The
result for J/t50.3 ~as relevant to cuprates! is for some se-
lected directions in the Brillouin zone~BZ! presented in Fig.
1. We have also checked the convergence ofdnk with the
number of magnon lines,n. For J/t*0.3 we find for allk
that the contribution of termsn.3 amounts to less than few
percent. This is in agreement with the convergence of
norm of the wave function, which is even faster.19 In Fig.
2~a! we present thisdnk for the whole BZ. Here, we note on
interesting feature in the Ising limit, i.e., the dip ofdnk in the
center of the BZ atk;0 in agreement with Ref. 8.

Now we turn to the Heisenberg model,g→1. Here, the
important ingredient is the gapless magnons with linear d
persion and a more complex ground state of the planar AF
Gk(v) and ek become stronglyk dependent. As a conse
quencenk is now in general dependent both onk and k0.
The ground state is for thet-J model fourfold degenerate an
we choosek05(p/2,p/2). Results should be averaged ov
all four possible ground state momenta if compared w
e.g., high temperature expansion results10 or discussed in
connection with ARPES data.

Let us first discuss the result in the limitt/J→0, i.e., for
a static hole. In the linearized model, Eq.~2!, M kq50.
Therefore the hole isnot coupled to the AFM (Zk0

[1) and

dnk should be zero. However, a straightforward use of E
~4! leads also to nonvanishing and momentum depend
dnk5n0(k). We attribute this momentum dependence to
improper decomposition ofc̃i ,s into linearized pseudospin

FIG. 1. dnk along selected paths in the BZ forg
50,0.9,0.999. Full diamonds represent ED resultsN(nk21) for
N532 of Chernyshevet al. ~Ref. 7!. Open circles represent th
SCBA result fordnk0

2
1
2 NZk0

.
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operators instead of Schwinger bosons obeying the lo
constraints.15 In the results fordnk presented in this pape
~also at finiteJ/t) the contributionn0(k) is not included.

In Fig. 1, we presentdnk for the t-J model with~almost!
isotropic Heisenberg exchange,g50.999. Numerical calcu-
lations are henceforth performed forJ/t50.3 andN corre-
sponding to a 64364 sites cluster.16 In evaluating the matrix
elements we take into account only terms with up ton53
magnon lines inuCk0

&.19 The sum rule of our numerica

results fordnk is nevertheless fulfilled*96%.
Also included in Fig. 1 are results obtained with ED of t

N532 sites cluster.7 These data are scaled as the quan
N(nk21), which should be directly compared with th
SCBA resultdnk . At momentak5k0 ,k01Q, however, one
has to take into account contributions from ‘‘hole pocke
terms proportional todkk0

and with the scaling}N. Thus ED

data should be compared atthese pointswith dnk0
2 1

2 NZk0

calculated from the SCBA. Note also, that the SCBA res

FIG. 2. dnk for ~a! the Ising modelg50, ~b! g50.99 andt8
5t950, and~c! t-t8-J model with t850.25t andg50.99.
al

y

lt

for g50.9 ~also presented in Fig. 1! represents an interme
diate step between the Ising limit and the Heisenberg lim
the dip at theG point, which is in the Ising limit well pro-
nounced here disappears but the difference for directi
kik0 andk'k0 is not yet developed. In Fig. 2~b!, we present
dnk for the Heisenberg limit (g50.99) in the entire BZ. In
comparison with the Ising limit, Fig. 2~a!, dnk exhibits a
very strong momentum dependence around6k0.

The comparison of the SCBA with ED results shows
quantitative agreement at all points in the BZ. However,
SCBA result issymmetricaroundG point in the direction
kik0, while small system results show a weak asymmetry
k56k0, respectively. From our analysis of the SCBA r
sults for N→` and long range AFM spin background
follows thatnk is in the thermodynamic limitch→0 symmet-
ric. The asymmetry is in Ref. 7 attributed to the opening
the gap in the magnon spectrum atq;Q in finite systems.
Within the SCBA the asymmetry also appears if the EMD
evaluated withk0 displaced from (p/2,p/2) by a small
amountdk0 ~not shown here!. A common feature of finite
clusters is a nonvanishing expectation value of the curr
operator for the allowed GS wave vector. The GS with va
ishing current may be reached by the method of twis
boundary conditions,22 resulting in the GS momentum dis
placed away from (p/2,p/2). The asymmetry ofnk found in
small clusters can thus be attributed to this displacement
is a finite size effect. In the thermodynamic limit in the sy
tem with AFM order the GS momentum would coincide wi
(p/2,p/2) and no asymmetry is expected innk .

To get more insight into the structure ofdnk , we simplify
the wave function, Eq.~3!, by keeping only the one-magno
contributions. The leading order contribution todnk is

dnk
(1)52Zk0

M k0qGk0
~ek0

2vq!@2uq1M k0qGk0
~ek0

2vq!#

;28Zk0

2 J
q• v

vq
2 S 11Zk0

q•v

vq
D , q→0, ~6!

with q5k2k0 ~or k2k02Q) and v5t(sink0x ,sink0y).
19

The momentum dependence of EMD, contained indnk
(1) ,

essentially captures well the full numerical solution for t
isotropic case, Fig. 2~b!, as well as in the Ising limit,
Fig. 2~a!.

A surprising observation is that the EMD exhibits
the extreme Heisenberg limit for momentak;k0 ,k01Q
and k}~1,1! a discontinuity ;Zk0

N1/2 and dnk
(1)

}2(11signqx)/qx . These discontinuities are clearly see
in Fig. 1, Fig. 2~b! and are consistent with ED results, Fig.
One can interpret this result as an indication of an emerg
large Fermi surface atk;6k0. The discontinuity appears
only aspoints6k0, not lines in the BZ. Note, however, tha
this result is obtained in the extreme low doping limit, i.e
ch51/N and it is not straightforward to generalize it to th
finite doping regime. In the limitg→1 this term does not
strictly obey the constraintdnk<1, although due to the sym
metry it does not violate the EMD sum rule. The singular
is weak and on introducing a slight anisotropy, e.g.,g
&0.999, the constraint is not violated.

In Fig. 3, we present the results for thet-t8-t9-J model.
First, we introducepositive next-nearest-neighbor hoppin
matrix elementst85t/4, t950, claimed to be appropriate t
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electron doped systems such as Nd2Ce cuprates.23 The GS is
now twofold degenerate, with the momenta at corners of
AFM zone, e.g.,k05(p,0), with an enhanced pole residu
Zk0

50.54. The result is presented in Fig. 2~c! for the entire
BZ. The discontinuity in this case disappears due to the s
metry as evident fromv50 in the leading order approxima
tion, Eq.~6!. The effect of negativet852t/4, t950 is rela-
tively weak: the GS momentum remains atk05(p/2,p/2),
dnk at k5Q is lower than thet85t950 result while the
discontinuity is smaller, becauseZk0

50.25 here. In Fig. 3,

we additionally present results forN(nk21) obtained from
exact diagonalization of aN5A203A20 cluster. Thet8
5t950 results are in agreement with those of Ref. 7. All E
results quantitatively confirm the SCBA values. A possib
set of parameters appropriate for reproducing the disper
from experimental ARPES data ist852t/4, t95t/5.12 Our
SCBA result presented in Fig. 3 is qualitatively similar
other t8<0 results. The main difference is a more pr
nounced step atk56k0.

FIG. 3. dnk for different t8 andt9. Symbols and lines represen
ED for N520 sites and SCBA results, respectively. Full circle a
full line denotet85t950, full diamonds and long dashed linet8
5t/4, t950 and empty diamonds, dot-dashed linet852t/4, t9
50. Short dashed line represents the SCBA result fort852t/4,
t95t/5. In all casesg50.999.
.
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In the present paper, we considered the electron mom
tum distribution function in underdoped cuprates. The res
of the two methods, the self-consistent Born approximat
and the exact diagonalization agree quantitatively. O
analysis shows that the presence of next-nearest-neig
terms changes EMD only quantitatively if the ground state
at (p/2,p/2) and qualitatively for sufficiently larget9.0
where the GS momentum is at (p,0).

The main observation is however the coexistence of t
apparently contradicting Fermi-surface scenarios in EMD
a single hole in an AFM.~i! On one hand, thed-function
contributions in Eq.~5! seem to indicate that at finite dopin
a delta-function might develop into small Fermi surface, i.
a hole pocket, provided that AFM long-range order persi
~ii ! A novel feature is that alsodnk is singular in a particular
way, i.e., it shows a discontinuity atk5k0 with a strong
asymmetry with respect tok0. It is, therefore, more consis
tent with infinitesimally short arc~point! of an emerging
large FS. For finite doping the discontinuity could possib
extend into such a finite arc~not closed! FS. Note that as
long-range AFM order is destroyed by doping, ‘‘hole
pocket’’ contributions should disappear while the singular
in dnk could persist.

Making contact with ARPES experiments we should no
that ARPES measures the imaginary part of the elect
Green’s function. We must note that using these experime
in underdoped cupratesnk can be only qualitatively dis-
cussed since the latter is extracted only from rather restric
frequency window below the chemical potential. Neverth
less, our results are not consistent with a small hole-poc
FS ~at least only a part of presumable closed FS is visib!,
but rather with partially developed arcs resulting in F
which is just a set of disconnected segments at low temp
ture collapsing to the point.4 The SCBA results for singula
dnk seem to allow for such a scenario. It should also
stressed that the SCBA approach is based on the AFM lo
range order, still we do not expect that finite but longer-ran
AFM correlations would entirely change our conclusions b
clearly more understanding of finite doping is still needed
ev.
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